Algorithmic Composition of Melodies with Deep Recurrent Neural Networks
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Abstract. A big challenge in algorithmic composition is to devise a model that is both easily trainable and able to reproduce the long-range temporal dependencies typical of music. Here we investigate how artificial neural networks can be trained on a large corpus of melodies and turned into automated music composers able to generate new melodies coherent with the style they have been trained on. We employ gated recurrent unit networks that have been shown to be particularly efficient in learning complex sequential activations with arbitrary long time lags. Our model processes rhythm and melody in parallel while modeling the relation between these two features. Using such an approach, we were able to generate interesting complete melodies or suggest possible continuations of a melody fragment that is coherent with the characteristics of the fragment itself.
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1 Introduction

The algorithmic formalization of musical creativity and composition, foreseen as early as the 19th century [1], has come to fruition in the recent decades with the advent of modern computer algorithms [2].

Formally, a melody can be seen as a sample from a potentially very sophisticated probability distribution over sequences of notes [2–5]. For monophonic music, probability distributions could be given by Markov chains, where the probability of the next note depends only on the current note and the \( k \) last notes [4]. Markov chain models, however, do not capture the long-range temporal structure inherent in music. For example, even a simple melody such as Brother John is structured in four patterns, each repeated twice, with the first and last ones starting with the same notes (see Fig. 1). Taking only the last few notes into account is thus not enough to produce the sequence — rather does the progression on the long timescale of bars dictate the sequences of notes.

Such rich temporal structure can be captured by models that rely on recurrent neural networks (RNN). Particularly well suited to capture these long-range
temporal dependencies are models based on long short-term memory (LSTM) units \cite{6} and variants thereof \cite{7-9}. Thanks to automatic differentiation, parallel use of GPUs, and software packages like \texttt{theano} \cite{10} or \texttt{torch} \cite{11}, it has become possible to easily fit such models to large scale data and obtain impressive results on tasks like text translation \cite{12}, speech recognition \cite{13} and text or code generation \cite{14,15}. For algorithmic composition of monophonic music, it has been observed that RNN models based on LSTM units \cite{16,17} can capture long-term temporal dependencies far better than RNNs with simple units \cite{18,19}.

Closest to our approach is the work of Eck and Schmidhuber \cite{16} and Franklin \cite{17}. Eck and Schmidhuber used an LSTM-RNN to generate a fixed Blues chord progression together with well-fitting improvised melodies. To model polyphonic music they discretized time into bins of equal duration, which has the disadvantage of using the same representation for one long note, e.g. a half note, and repeated notes of the same pitch, e.g. two quarter notes. Franklin experimented with different representations of pitch and duration and used an LSTM-RNN to reproduce a single long melody. These studies showed that LSTM-RNN’s are well suited to capture long-range temporal dependencies in music, but they did not demonstrate that these models can autonomously generate musically convincing novel melodies of a given style extracted from large datasets.

Here, we present a deep (multi-layer) model for algorithmic composition of monophonic melodies, based on RNN with gated recurrent units (GRU). We selected GRUs because they are simpler than LSTM units, but at least equally well suited to capture long-range temporal dependencies when used in RNNs (see \cite{8,20} for comparison studies). Our model represents monophonic music as a sequence of notes, where each note is given by its duration and pitch. Contrary to earlier studies, which evaluated LSTM based models of music only on small and artificial datasets \cite{16,17}, we train our model on a large dataset of Irish folk songs. We apply the trained model to two different tasks: proposing convincing continuations of a melody and composing entire new songs.

2 Methods

To devise a statistical model that is able to complete and autonomously produce melodies, we train multi-layer RNNs on a large corpus of Irish folk songs. In the training phase, the network parameters are updated in order to accurately predict each upcoming note given the previously presented notes of songs in a training set (Fig. 2A). The model, once trained, can then be used to generate the upcoming notes itself, consequently producing whole new musical sequences.

After introducing our representation of melodies, we give a short introduction to recurrent neural networks and present the model and the training modalities. Finally, we explain how the model is used for algorithmic composition.
2.1 Music Representation

Melodies are represented as sequences of notes, where each note is a combination of its pitch and duration. As such, each note \( n \) can be represented by two corresponding one-hot vectors (with only one entry of 1, and 0 for all others) of pitch \( p[n] \) and duration \( d[n] \). These vectors encode pitches and durations present in the training set. In addition, we include “song ending” and “silence” features as supplementary dimensions of the pitch vector. Any song can thus be mapped to a matrix of pitches and a second matrix of durations.

To reduce dictionary sizes as well as redundancies in representations, we chose to normalize both melody and duration. Melodies are normalized by transposing every song into C Major/A minor. Durations are normalized as relative to the most common duration in each song: if, for example, the most common duration in a song is the quarter note, we would represent eighth notes as “1/2”. For an example of a melody in this representation see Fig. 1.

2.2 A Brief Introduction to Recurrent Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks have a long history in machine learning, artificial intelligence and cognitive sciences (see [21] for a textbook, [22] for recent advances, [23] for an in-depth historical overview). Here we give a brief introduction for readers unfamiliar with the topic.

Artificial neural networks are non-linear functions \( y = f_w(x) \), where input \( x \), output \( y \) and the parameters (weights) \( w \) can be elements of a high-dimensional space. A simple example of an artificial neural network with 2-dimensional input and outputs is given by \( y_1 = \tanh(w_{11}x_1 + w_{12}x_2) \) and \( y_2 = \tanh(w_{21}x_1 + w_{22}x_2) \), which we write in short as \( y = \tanh(wx) \). Characteristic of artificial neural networks is that the building blocks consist of a non-linear function \( \sigma \) (like \( \tanh \)) applied to a linear function \( w_{11}x_1 + w_{12}x_2 \), which is an abstraction of...
the operation of biological neurons. If these building blocks are nested, e.g. \( y = \sigma_3(w_3\sigma_2(w_2\sigma_1(w_1x))) \), one speaks of multi-layer (or deep) neural networks, with layer-specific weights \((w_1, w_2, \ldots)\) and non-linearities \((\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots)\).

Deep neural networks are of particular interest for the approximation of high-dimensional and non-linear functions. For example, the function of recognizing object \(i\) in photos can be approximated by adjusting the weights such that output \(y_i\) is 1 if and only if an image \(x\) of object \(i\) is given [22]. Formally, the weights can be adjusted to minimize a cost function, like the averaged square loss between target and output \(L(w) = \frac{1}{S} \sum_{s=1}^{S}(y_s - f_w(x_s))^2\) for some known input-output pairs \((x_s, y_s)\). Since artificial neural networks are differentiable in the parameters \(w\), this cost function is also differentiable and the parameters can be adjusted by changing them in direction of the gradient of the cost function \(\Delta w \propto \nabla_w L(w)\).

In recurrent neural networks (RNN) the inputs and outputs are sequences of arbitrary length and dimension. A simple example of a recurrent neural network with one hidden layer is given by \(h[n] = \sigma(w_2x[n] + w_hh[n-1])\) and \(y[n] = \sigma(w_by[n])\), where \(x[n], h[n], y[n]\) is the \(n\)-th element of the input, hidden, output sequence, respectively. This network is recurrent, since each hidden state \(h[n]\) depends on the previous hidden state \(h[n-1]\) and, therefore, on all previous input elements \(x[1], x[2], \ldots, x[n]\). While these recurrent neural networks can in principle capture long-range temporal dependencies, they are difficult to fit to data by gradient descent, since the gradient involves the recurrent weights \(w_{hb}\) raised to high powers, which vanishes or explodes depending on the largest eigenvalue of \(w_{hb}\) [6]. This problem can be avoided by a reparametrization of the recurrent neural network (LSTM [6], GRU [9], other variants [20]). In Equation 1 we give the update equations for the GRU used in this study.

2.3 Model

To model distributions of pitch and duration, we use two separate multi-layer RNNs (see Fig. 2A) referred to as the rhythm and melody networks, respectively. The numbers of output units are equal to the dictionary sizes of our music representation. The three hidden layers of both the pitch and duration RNNs are composed of 128 GRUs [9] each, and are connected as shown in Fig. 2B. The model was implemented using the theano library [10].

For each note \(n\) in a musical sequence, the the duration vector \(d[n]\) of this note is presented to the rhythm network, while the melody network receives both the pitch vector \(p[n]\) as well as the duration vector of the upcoming note \(d[n+1]\) as inputs. Each time a note is fed to the model, all internal states are updated and the rhythm network output gives a distribution over the possible upcoming durations \(Pr(d[n+1]|d[n])\). In the same way, the melody network output gives a distribution over possible upcoming pitches \(Pr(p[n+1]|p[n], d[n+1])\).
The update equations for the vector of layer activations $h^i[n]$, update gates $z^i[n]$ and reset gates $r^i[n]$ at note $n$ for layer $i \in \{1, 2, 3\}$ are given by
\[
\begin{align*}
    h^i[n] &= z^i[n] \odot h^i[n-1] + (1 - z^i[n]) \odot \tilde{h}^i[n], \\
    \tilde{h}^i[n] &= \tanh \left( w_{y^i,h^i} y^i[n] + w_{h^{i-1},h^i} h^i[n-1] \right), \\
    z^i[n] &= \sigma \left( w_{y^i,z^i} y^i[n] + w_{h^{i-1},z^i} h^i[n-1] + b^i_{z^i} \right), \\
    r^i[n] &= \sigma \left( w_{y^i,r^i} y^i[n] + w_{h^{i-1},r^i} h^i[n-1] + b^i_{r^i} \right),
\end{align*}
\]
where $\sigma(x) = (1 + \exp(x))^{-1}$ is the logistic sigmoid function, $\odot$ denotes the element-wise product and $y^i$ is the feed-forward input to layer $i$, which consists of both the global inputs $x[n]$ as well as hidden layer activations $h^j[n]$ (see Fig. 2B). The update equation for the output unit $i$ activation $o^i[n]$ at note $n$ is
\[
o^i_j[n] = \Theta \left( w_{y^o,i} y^o[n] + b^o_i \right),
\]
where $y^o$ is the feed-forward input of the output layer and $\Theta(x)_j = \frac{e^{x_j}}{\sum_{k} e^{x_k}}$ is the Softmax function. The Softmax normalization ensures that the values of the output units sum to one, which allows us to interpret the output of the two RNNs as probability distributions over pitches and over durations. For example, the probability of pitch $j$ of an upcoming note is then given by
\[
Pr(p_j[n+1] = 1 | \text{previous notes and } \theta) = o^\text{Melody}_j[n],
\]
where the conditioning on previous notes and the model parameters $\theta$ highlights that the network output $o[n]$ depends on them.
2.4 Training & Melody Generation

During training, the log-likelihood of model parameters $\theta$ for the rhythm and melody networks are separately optimized by stochastic gradient ascent with adaptive learning rate [24] ($\alpha = 10^{-3}$, $\beta_1 = 0.9$, $\beta_2 = 0.999$ and $\epsilon = 10^{-8}$). The log-likelihood of model parameters $\theta$ given the training songs is given by

$$L(\theta) = \frac{1}{S} \sum_{s=1}^{S} \frac{1}{N_s} \sum_{n=1}^{N_s-1} \log \left( Pr(x_s^n[n+1] = 1 \mid \text{previous notes and } \theta) \right),$$

where $S$ is the total number of songs, $N_s$ the length of song $s$ and $x_s^n$ is the duration vector $d_s^n$ for the rhythm network and the pitch vector $p_s^n$ for the melody network. The trainable model parameters $\theta$ are the connection matrices $w_{ab}$ for $a \in \{y, h\}$, $b \in \{h, z, r\}$ and $w_{yo}$, the gate biases $b_z$ and $b_r$, the output unit biases $b_o$ and the initial state of the hidden units $h_i^0$.

Networks are trained on 80% of songs of the musical corpus and tested on the remaining 20%. A training epoch consists of optimizing model parameters on each of randomly selected 200 melodies from the training set, where parameters are updated after each song. After each epoch, the model performances are evaluated on a random sample of 200 melodies from the testing and the training set. The parameters that minimize the likelihood on unseen data from the testing set are saved and used as final parameters.

Melody generation is achieved by closing the output-input loop of Eqs. 1-5. In each time step a duration and a pitch are sampled from the respective probability distributions and used as inputs in the next time step.

3 Results

3.1 Music Corpus

To automatically convert music corpora to our representation, we developed a toolbox that parses symbolic music files written in the abc notation and converts them into our music representation. The results presented here are based on the Irish music corpus of Henrik Norbeck. It contains 2158 Irish tunes with an averaged length of 136 ± 84 notes. The basic statistics of pitch and duration transitions are shown in Fig. 3. Due to our normalization procedure, the most common duration is 1 and there is consequently a high probability of transition to the unitary duration from any state. Otherwise, shorter durations are mostly followed by the same or a complementary value, e.g. “3/2” followed by “1/2”. The most common pitches belong to the diatonic C Major scale. Transition from natural B, respectively G sharp, have high probability of ending in the closest C, respectively A, a property inherent to western music in order to resolve a melody.

1 http://abcnotation.com/
2 http://www.norbeck.nu/abc/
The analysis of the relation between the pitch and duration features revealed that they are dependent, as expected from music theory. Therefore, we explicitly modeled the distribution over upcoming pitches as depending on the upcoming duration (dashed line in Fig. 2A), effectively splitting the joint distribution over note duration and pitch into conditional probabilities.

3.2 Song Continuation

To study song continuations, we present as input to the trained model the beginnings of previously unseen songs (the seed) and observe several continuations that our model produces (see Fig. 4). From a rhythmical point of view, it is interesting to notice that, even though the model had no notion of bars implemented, the metric structure was preserved in the generated continuations. Analyzing the continuations in Fig. 4A, we see that the A pentatonic scale that characterizes the seed is maintained everywhere except for continuation number 2. This is noteworthy, since the model is trained on a dataset that does not only contain music based on the pentatonic scale. Moreover, the rhythmic patterns of the seed are largely maintained in the continuations. Rhythmic patterns that are extraneous to the seed are also generated. For example, the pattern $a_1$, which is the inversion of pattern $a$, can be observed several times. Importantly, the alternating structure of the seed ($abacabad$) is not present in the generated continuations. This indicates that the model is not able to capture this level of hierarchy. While less interesting than the first example from the rhythmical point of view, the seed presented in Fig. 4B, is clearly divided in a tonic area and a dominant area. Different continuations are coherent in the sense that they also alternate between these two areas, while avoiding the subdominant area almost everywhere.
Fig. 4. Example of melody continuation and analysis: A The first line (seed) is presented as input to the model. The next five lines are five different possible continuations generated by our model. Rhythmical patterns present in the seed are labeled a, b, c and d. The label n1 points at a new rhythmical pattern generated by the model. Unlabeled bars show other novel rhythmical patterns that appear only once. B A second example of song continuation, with analysis of tonal areas.

3.3 Autonomous Song Generation

Here, we assume that the model is able to learn the temporal dependencies in the musical examples over all timescales and use it to autonomously generate new pieces of music according to those dependencies. For the results presented here, we manually set the first two notes of the melody before generating notes by sampling from the output distributions. This step can be automatized but is
needed in order to observe a distribution over possible upcoming notes at the model output. We iteratively add notes to the generated musical sequence until the “song ending” output is sampled.

We observe that the generated melodies (one example is shown in Fig. 5) are different from those found in the training set while carrying the same features on many time scales. Interestingly, the model is not explicitly aware of the time signature of each song, but bars can be easily added *a posteriori* indicating that the long-range rhythmical structure is perfectly learned and reproduced by our model. The generated melodies are produced according to production rules extracted from the training set, effectively creating an original composition that carries the features of the examples in the training dataset. The model is consequently able to generate new pieces of music in a completely autonomous manner.

4 Discussion

We fitted a statistical model that uses a recurrent neural network to a dataset of 2158 Irish melodies. Due to its recurrent connections and multiplicative units, the model is able to capture long-range temporal structure. The model contains no prior knowledge about a musical style but extracts all relevant features directly from the data. It can therefore be readily applied to other datasets of different musical styles. For example, training the model on the Nottingham Music Database\(^3\) yielded similar performance (data not shown).

We studied the model in two different settings. As a tool for composers, it can provide song continuations that are coherent with the beginning of the song both in terms of pitches and in terms of rhythmical patterns. The model also

\(^3\) [http://abc.sourceforge.net/NMD/](http://abc.sourceforge.net/NMD/)
allows the autonomous composition of new and complete musical sequences. The
generated songs exhibit coherent metrical structure, in some cases temporary
modulations to related keys, and are in general pleasant to hear.

Using RNNs for algorithmic composition allows to overcome the limitations
of Markov chains in learning the long-range temporal dependencies of music
[18]. A different class of models, namely artificial grammars, are naturally suited
to generate these long-range dependencies due to their hierarchical structure.
However, artificial grammars have proven to be much harder to learn from data
than RNNs [25]. Therefore, researchers and composers usually define their own
production rules in order to generate music [2]. Attempts have been made to infer
context-free grammars [26] but applications to music are restricted to simple
cases [27].

Evolutionary algorithms constitute another class of approaches that has been
very popular in algorithmic composition [2]. They require the definition of a fit-
tness function, i.e. a measure of the quality of musical compositions (the individ-
uals, in the context of evolutionary algorithms). Based on the fitness function,
the generative process corresponding to the best individuals is favoured and can
undergo random mutations. This type of optimization process is not convenient
for generative models for which gradient information is available, like neural
networks. However, it can be used in rule-based generative models for which
training is hard [28]. A common problem with evolutionary algorithms in music
composition is that the definition of the fitness function is arbitrary and requires
some kind of evaluation of the musical quality. This resulted in fitness functions
often very specific to a certain style. However, similarly to neural networks, fit-
tness functions can be defined based on the statistical similarity of the individuals
to a target dataset of compositions [29].

Because of the ease of fitting these models to data as well as their expres-
siveness, learning algorithmic composition with recurrent neural networks seems
promising. However, further quantitative evaluations are desirable. We see two
quite different approaches for further evaluation. First, following standard prac-
tice in machine learning, our model could be compared to other approaches
in terms of generalization, which is measured as the conditional probability of
held-out test data (songs) of similar style. Second, the generated songs could
be evaluated by humans in a Turing test setting or with a questionnaire follow-
ning the SPECS methodology [30]. Another direction for interesting future work
would be to fit a model to a corpus of polyphonic music and examining the
influence of different representations.
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